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Introduction

A cochlear implant (CI) is an implantable device that re-
stores auditory recognition of patients with severe to pro-
found hearing loss. It extracts band-pass-filtered acoustic
envelope information and modulates current pulse trains
to stimulate the auditory nerve. Nowadays, the ability to
recognize speech by CI recipients in quiet environments
has achieved parity with normal hearing subjects (NH),
but the presence of background noise greatly reduces the
speech recognition performance in IC users.

A common simulation method used to acoustically rep-
resent speech recognition by CI users, that has been used
extensively to study aspects of speech understanding, is
the vocoder. It represents envelope information by mod-
ulating an acoustic carrier, discarding the acoustic tem-
poral fine structure from the original waveform. These
vocoder simulations have been used in listening tests with
NH and have been shown by many to provide results con-
sistent with the outcome of cochlear implants. However,
this method fails to consider important parameters such
as pulse shape, stimulation rate, channel selection and
current spread, that may be strongly related to speech
recognition.

The present work is therefore focused on the effect of cur-
rent spread on speech recognition. The envelope infor-
mation given by the vocoder was analysed using vocoder
methods of simulation taking into account current spread
in the cochlea and objectve metrics for speech recogni-
tion, in quiet and noisy speech conditions.

Current spread and vocoder

The current spread in CIs is the spatial spread of elec-
trical field generated by current pulse stimulation along
neuron populations. It is known that the number of neu-
rons excited by an electrical stimulus increases consid-
erably as the stimulus level increases. The effect also
depends on the electrode configuration of the device. In
a monopolar configuration (MP), current pulses are de-
livered to individual intra-cochlear electrodes with ref-
erence to a far-field ground. For bipolar configuration
(BP), the stimulation occurs when a potential difference
is created between neighbouring electrodes leading to a
current flow between them.

Through experimental measurements, some authors have
proposed models for the spatial current spread along the

auditory nerve using exponential functions [1, 2, 3], given
that the electric current at a position x is given by

I(x) = I0e
− |x0−x|λ , (1)

where I0 is the current pulse level, x0 is the electrode
position and λ is the length constant, that depends on
the CI electrode configuration. The model demonstrates
that as the stimulus current amplitude increases, both
the width and the peak of the spatial current spread pro-
file increase. Several studies reported measurements of
current spread in bipolar and monopolar configurations.
The length constant for bipolar configuration is 2 - 4mm
and for monopolar 8 - 11mm [4].

A novel approach presented by Boghdady et al.[5], named
neural-based vocoder, considers the CI pulse trains as
the input that electrically stimulate neuron populations
along the auditory nerve. Figure 1 presents a schematics
of the proposed method. For each channel of the 22-
electrode array, they used a local neuronal population of
47 to 48 neurons.

Figure 1: Neural-based vocoder simulation blocks [5]: (1)
current pulse sequence as input; (2) implantable electrode
array; (3) integrate and fire model applied in neural popula-
tions; (4) spatiotemporal integration; (5) average population
activity for each channel; (6) effective loudness as temporal
envelopes for each channel.

Current spread is modelled as a Gaussian distribution
of the stimulus amplitude along neighbouring neuronal
populations nearby each electrode. The leaky integrate
and fire model was implemented to simulate spiking ac-
tivity through a finite difference approach of the model’s
equation. After modelling the spiking activity for each
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neuron, a total of 22 spatiotemporal integrators were cal-
culated to obtain the average population activity, where
each neuron had its synaptic weight related to the elec-
trode position. A sigmoidal function was used for loud-
ness scaling, considering a relationship with the aver-
age spike rate. The threshold of this function was em-
pirically set to one quarter of the maximum firing rate
among all neuronal populations. The extracted envelopes
were used to modulate acoustic carriers in order to sim-
ulate CI recognition as the standard vocoder. Listening
tests with NH subjects were carried out using consonant-
vowel and cons.-vowel-cons. speech token recognition.
They achieved considerable results for processed signals
in quiet environment. The presence of background noise
was not evaluated.

Speech intelligibility metrics

In some cases, when listening tests with NH subjects are
not carried out, one must objectively evaluate speech in-
telligibility. Modulation spectrum metrics can be used
as a feasable way to evaluate the envelope information of
speech signals. The Speech Reverberant Modulation Ra-
tio (SRMR-NH) [6] is a non-intrusive metric developed
originally for reverberant and dereverberated speech and
evaluated against subjective NH listener data. The met-
ric is divided in the following signal processing proce-
dures, where the input passes through: acoustic gamma-
tone filterbank; temporal envelope and modulation spec-
trum; modulation filterbank and ratio computation of
energy between groups of modulation bands.

An adaptation of SRMR tailored for CI users was pro-
posed by Santos et. al [7]. For this metric, a CI fil-
terbank was applied instead of the gammatone filters,
and a different frequency range was considered for the
modulation filterbank (2 - 64Hz). Listening tests were
carried out with eleven CI users (fitted with the Nucleus
Freedom device) [8] and after acquiring the results the
authors proposed models to fit speech intelligibility and
SRMR-CI, under different Signal-to-Noise Ratios (SNR)
and Reverberant conditions with high correlation.

Analysis procedure

The analysis procedure of the current work can be seen
in Figure 2. The same audio bank of 100 English sen-
tences used by [8] to evaluate the SRMR metrics was
considered here. The bank was divided in 5 groups of 20
sentences, where each group was set to a different SNR
condition: −5dB, 0dB, 5dB, 10dB, ∞ (clean). Standard
and neural-based vocoder simulations were implemented
and the evaluation of current spread was only considered
in the latter one. For both simulations, two types of
carrier were used: white noise and a harmonic complex.
The SRMR-NH was calculated for all processed and un-
processed signals and SRMR-CI was calculated for all
unprocessed signals.

For the standard vocoder (SV) simulation, the input sig-
nal passes through a filterbank of 22 channels, similar
to the one used in the Nucleus Freedom device from

Figure 2: Analysis procedure for objective evaluation of
speech intelligibility using vocoder simulations. SV: standard
vocoder; NV: neural-based vocoder; HC: harmonic complex;
WN: white noise.

CochlearTM, and the envelope was extracted from each
one using a Hilbert transform. Two types of carriers
were used: white noise (WN) and harmonic complex
(HC),being the latter the same HC used in [9] (funda-
mental frequency of 100Hz, 240 harmonics with 100Hz of
increment and maximally dispersed phase between them
as a normal distribution between 0 and 2π). The carriers
were bandpass filtered using 22 gammatone synthesis fil-
ters and modulated by the envelope information of each
channel. The synthesis filters for the envelope modula-
tion were extracted from the gammatone filterbank of the
SRMR-NH. The sum of all channels was defined as the
processed output signal (or simulated).

For the neural-based vocoder (NV) implementation, all
parameters used in [5] were considered and applied. The
audio input signal passed through a CI simulation of the
ACE strategy, with 22 channels, 10 maxima and 900pps.
The output was a set of current pulses used as the input
for the neural model. Both Gaussian and exponential
current spread were considered. The same two types of
carriers were used and bandpass filtered as in the stan-
dard vocoder. They were modulated by the loudness
envelope obtained with the neural-based model for each
neuronal population.

Results

The normalized results of SRMR-NH with respect to the
unprocessed signal, for SNR =∞ (clean condition), can
be seen in Figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows the results
for the different vocoder-processed signals: the standard
vocoder, the neural-based vocoder with gaussian distri-
bution, and the neural-based vocoder with exponential
distribution; using both carriers. The length constant
of the exponential distribution was set to 2.8mm (cor-
relates to a bipolar configuration). It can be seen that
the harmonic complex carrier provides a higher modula-
tion ratio when compared to white noise, for all vocoder
methods. White noise produces a higher variation be-
tween methods than the harmonic complex. Regarding
modulation energy, the harmonic complex carrier leads
to a better correlation of the neural-vocoder with the
standard vocoder, without background noise. Figure 4
shows the results for different length constants in the
neural-vocoder with exponential spread. For both car-
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Figure 3: Normalized SRMR (with respect to unprocessed
signal) results for the different vocoder-processed signals in
clean condition: the standard vocoder, the neural-based
vocoder with gaussian distribution, and the neural-based
vocoder with exponential distribution; using harmonic com-
plex (blue) and white noise (red) as carriers.

ries, the modulation ratio did not present considerable
differences when varying the length constants. From
bipolar to monopolar length constants, it presented a de-
cay of around 5% of the unprocessed modulation ratio.

Figure 4: Normalized SRMR (with respect to unprocessed
signal) results for different length constants in the neural-
vocoder with exponential spread, also using harmonic com-
plex (blue) and white noise (red) as carrier.

The normalized results of SRMR with respect to the
clean condition of each method can be seen in Figures
5 and 6, for each carrier. The idea was to observe the
normalized modulation ratio variation when decreasing
SNR levels. For both carriers, and both current spread
models, the neural vocoder did not represent well the
variation of the envelope information, as the metrics pre-
dict for the unprocessed signals. The standard vocoder
presented a lower energy decay rate when compared to
both unprocessed results. In order to obtain a predic-
tion of the speech intelligibility of the analysed vocoder
methods, we used the models proposed for the metrics.

It can be seen in Figures 7 and 8 that for clean signals,
all vocoder methods have achieved a better intelligibil-
ity using harmonic complex as carrier, when compared
to white noise. When applying the noise background,
neural-vocoder presented unintelligible sentences if eval-
uated using SRMR.

Figure 5: Normalized results of SRMR-NH and SRMR-CI
with respect to the clean condition of each method using
band-filtered harmonic complex as a carrier: (black) SRMR-
NH for the unprocessed signal; (red) SRMR-CI for the un-
processed signal; (pink) SRMR-NH for the standard vocoder,
(blue) for the neural vocoder using gaussian distribution; and
(green) for the neural vocoder using exponential distribution,
with length constant of 2.8mm.

Figure 6: Normalized results of SRMR-NH and SRMR-CI
with respect to the clean condition of each method using
band-filtered white noise as a carrier: (black) SRMR-NH for
the unprocessed signal; (red) SRMR-CI for the unprocessed
signal; (pink) SRMR-NH for the standard vocoder, (blue) for
the neural vocoder using gaussian distribution; and (green)
for the neural vocoder using exponential distribution, with
length constant of 2.8mm.
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Figure 7: Intelligibility predictions using band-passed har-
monic complex as vocoder carrier: (black) NH intelligibil-
ity of unprocessed signals; (red) CI user intelligibility of un-
processed signals; (pink) NH intelligibility of the standard
vocoder-processed signals; (blue) NH intelligibility of the neu-
ral vocoder-processed signals using gaussian distribution; and
(green) NH intelligibility of the neural vocoder-processed sig-
nals using exponential distribution, with length constant of
2.8mm.

Figure 8: Intelligibility predictions using band-passed white
noise as vocoder carrier: (black) NH intelligibility of un-
processed signals; (red) CI user intelligibility of unprocessed
signals; (pink) NH intelligibility of the standard vocoder-
processed signals; (blue) NH intelligibility of the neural
vocoder-processed signals using gaussian distribution; and
(green) NH intelligibility of the neural vocoder-processed sig-
nals using exponential distribution, with length constant of
2.8mm.

Conclusions

There was a difference between harmonic complex and
white noise carries for the SRMR in clean signals, where
the first had the best intelligibility prediction results for
all vocoder methods. None of the current spread meth-
ods lead to a feasible representation of envelope infor-
mation in the presence of background noise when com-
pared to SRMR of unprocessed signals. The neural-based
vocoder must be improved in order to provide a better
representation of the current spread effect. The loudness
scaling function is not precisely represented, one should

consider a variation of the threshold and sigmoidal shape
between neurons regarding their locations along the au-
ditory nerve.
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